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The genetic audiogenic seizure hamster (GASH:Sal) is a model of a form of reflex epilepsy that is manifested as
generalized tonic–clonic seizures induced by external acoustic stimulation. The morphofunctional alterations
in the auditory system of the GASH:Sal that may contribute to seizure susceptibility have not been thoroughly
determined. In this study, we analyzed the olivocochlear efferent system of the GASH:Sal from the organ of
Corti, including outer and inner hair cells, to the olivocochlear neurons, including shell, lateral, and medial
olivocochlear (LOC and MOC) neurons that innervate the cochlear receptor. To achieve this, we carried out a
multi-technical approach that combined auditory hearing screenings, scanning electron microscopy, morpho-
metric analysis of labeled LOC and MOC neurons after unilateral Fluoro-Gold injections into the cochlea, and
3D reconstruction of the lateral superior olive (LSO). Our results showed that the GASH:Sal exhibited higher au-
ditory brain response (ABR) thresholds than their controls, aswell as absence of distortion-product of otoacoustic
emissions (DPOAEs) in awide range of frequencies. The ABR andDPOAE results also showeddifferences between
the left and right ears, indicating asymmetrical hearing alterations in the GASH:Sal. These alterations in the pe-
ripheral auditory activity correlated with morphological alterations. At the cochlear level, the scanning electron
microscopy analysis showed marked distortions of the stereocilia from basal to apical cochlear turns in the
GASH:Sal, whichwere not observed in the control hamsters. At the brainstem level, MOC, LOC, and shell neurons
had reduced soma areas compared with control animals. This LOC neuron shrinkage contributed to reduction in
the LSO volume of the GASH:Sal as shown in the 3D reconstruction analysis. Our study demonstrated that the
morphofunctional alterations of the olivocochlear efferent system are innate components of the GASH:Sal,
which might contribute to their susceptibility to audiogenic seizures.

This article is part of a Special Issue entitled “Genetic and Reflex Epilepsies, Audiogenic Seizures and Strains:
From Experimental Models to the Clinic”.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The genetic audiogenic seizure hamster (GASH:Sal), in which expo-
sure to intense acoustic stimulation induces generalized convulsive au-
diogenic seizures, is a strain of Syrian hamster inbred at the University
of Salamanca [1]. Recent studies have supported the GASH:Sal as a
ce of Castilla y León (INCyL),
Salamanca, Spain. Tel.: +34
promising animal model to study the development of epileptic seizures
[2–4] and the characterization of antiepileptic drugs [5,6]. Functional,
electrophysiological, and structural characterization of the auditory
pathways in the GASH:Sal might be a further step towards understand-
ing the pathophysiological mechanisms involved in different types of
seizures including focal and generalized tonic–clonic seizures. In fact,
several studies reported that the hyperactivity of an importantmidbrain
auditory structure, the inferior colliculus (IC), is implicated in the initia-
tion and propagation of audiogenic seizures [7].

Several audiogenic seizure-susceptible strains have been genetically
selectedworldwide [8,9]. The GASH:Sal was originated at theUniversity
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of Salamanca [1] and exhibits epileptic seizures in response to sounds
[3,4]. After acoustic stimulation, the seizure appears within seconds
and lasts for approximately 5 min, following a sequence of behavioral
phases: wild running, tonic–clonic seizures, and a comatose postictal
phase with subsequent recovery. The GASH:Sal hamsters exhibit their
maximum susceptibility to seizures from 1 to 4 months of age, but
this condition gradually disappears around the age of 1 year, showing
the running phase without the convulsive phase [4,5].

Experimental models of epilepsy are necessary for understanding
the neural substrates and neurochemical mechanisms involved in
epileptogenesis, as well as for determining the mechanisms of drug
action in clinical practice and selection of new anticonvulsant agents.
Each model has specific characteristics regarding motor expression,
electroencephalography, and response to different antiepileptic drugs.
The rodent models (usually rats and mice) of electrically [10] and
acoustically induced acute and chronic seizures have been associated
with partial and generalized tonic–clonic seizures, with selective in-
volvement of brainstem and limbic structures [11]. The IC, deep layers
of superior colliculus, reticular formation, substantia nigra pars
reticulata, and periaqueductal gray matter are implicated in the
pathophysiological aspects of audiogenic seizures [11–13].

The possible morphofunctional alterations in the auditory system of
the GASH:Sal, including the superior olivary complex (SOC) and the
cochlear receptor, which might be involved in the expression of their
audiogenic seizures, have not been thoroughly studied. The SOC, a
collection of brainstem nuclei that participate in multiple aspects of
hearing, contains the source of the olivocochlear system that innervates
the cochlea. In mammals, the olivocochlear neurons form a dense
bundle of fibers which projects bilaterally from the SOC to the organ
of Corti. This olivocochlear bundle is divided into two efferent systems
based on the cell bodies' site of origin and the projection pattern:
1) the lateral superior olive (LSO), a distinct group of neurons located
in the lateral part of the SOC that forms the lateral olivocochlear
(LOC) system, and 2) the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body
(VNTB), a diffuse and heterogeneous group of neurons located ven-
trally within the complex that forms the medial olivocochlear
(MOC) system. Lateral olivocochlear neurons send unmyelinated
axons to project beneath the inner hair cells (IHCs) of the cochlea,
with a clear ipsilateral preference. On the contrary, MOC neurons
send their myelinated axons to innervate the outer hair cells
(OHCs) of the cochlea with a contralateral preference [14]. Afferent
inputs to LOC neurons originate almost exclusively from the ipsilat-
eral cochlear nucleus. Those to MOC neurons are somewhat more
complex and include predominantly contralateral projections from
the cochlear nuclei, as well as descending fibers from the IC and the
auditory cortex [15,16].

The inputs descending from higher levels are thought to underlie
the possible involvement of the MOC system in selective attention
[17–20]. In addition to these classically defined LOC and MOC neurons,
neuronal tract-tracing studies revealed a third class of olivocochlear
neurons, called “shell neurons”, which surround the LSO [21]. Lateral
olivocochlear neurons have round spherical cell bodies that are located
within the LSO, and hence, they are referred to as intrinsic LOC neurons.
In contrast, shell neurons are referred to as extrinsic because they are
located surrounding the LSO. Shell neurons projectmainly to the ipsilat-
eral cochlea, they are larger than intrinsic LOC neurons, and their
somata are morphologically similar to MOC neurons, which have large
multipolar cell bodies. Lateral olivocochlear neurons are tonotopically
organized within the LSO with high-to-low frequencies represented
from medial to lateral. Although this organization within the nucleus
is not that clear forMOCneurons, their afferent and efferent projections
are organized in a tonotopic fashion. The functional role of theMOC and
LOC systems is, in general, to reflexively modulate the sensitivity of
receptor mechanisms operating in relation to each type of hair cell
within the organ of Corti [22–25]. Evidence of the action of the medial
olivocochlear efferent system has been obtained by the suppression of
the so-called distortion-product of otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs),
following acoustic stimulation.

Therefore, hearing evaluation using DPOAEs and auditory brainstem
responses (ABRs) provides valuable information on functional,morpho-
logical, and electrophysiological aspects of the auditory system and par-
ticularly on the olivocochlear efferent pathway and the cochlear status,
giving information about hair cell function. In fact, DPOAEsmeasure the
feedback of biomechanic energy to the contraction of the outer hair cells
[26]. The ABR measures the bioelectrical phenomena triggered by the
sound stimulus through the auditory brainstem. This electrical activity
can be filtered and captured by surface electrodes and is represented
by 5 to 7 waves (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII), each one of them referring
to a specific location of the central auditory pathway. In rodents, the
elicited waveform response has the following correlation: wave I, audi-
tory nerve; wave II, cochlear nuclei; wave III, superior olivary complex;
wave IV, lateral lemniscus and IC; and wave V, medial geniculate body
and thalamocortical auditory radiation. The present study aimed to
determine whether the olivocochlear system of the GASH:Sal has func-
tional andmorphological alterations thatmight explain its susceptibility
to audiogenic seizures. Thus, functional assessment of the olivocochlear
system was carried out using DPOAE and ABR tests in the GASH:Sal.
Furthermore, in order to assess possible morphological alterations, we
performed a morphometric analysis of MOC, LOC, and shell neurons as
well as a 3D reconstruction analysis of the LSO. Since olivocochlear
alterations might lead to cilia malfunctioning, we further studied the
organ of Corti by employing the scanning electron microscopy in
order to determine any derangement or distortion of cilia. All these
morphological studies in the GASH:Sal were compared to control
animals and correlated to the electrophysiological examinations. Our
data represent the first link of functional and morphological alterations
in the auditory system of the GASH:Sal hamsters that might contribute
to their audiogenic seizure susceptibility.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experimental animals

In total, 9 control hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) from Charles
River Labs (Barcelona, Spain) and 16 hamsters of the GASH:Sal strain
from the animal's facility of the University of Salamanca (Salamanca,
Spain), 4 months of age, were used in this study. All the GASH:Sal ham-
sters were naïve without receiving any acoustic stimulation to trigger
audiogenic seizures. The experiments were conducted in compliance
with the guidelines for the use and care of laboratory animals of the
European Communities Council Directive (2010/63/EU), with the
current Spanish legislation (RD 1201/05), and with those established
by the Institutional Bioethics Committee. All efforts were made to
minimize the number of animals and their suffering. The animals were
maintained under normal conditions of lighting (12-h light/dark cycle)
and constant temperature with ad libitum access to food and water.

2.2. DPOAE and ABR tests

For the functional and electrophysiological auditory assessment, 8
GASH:Sal and 3 control hamsters were evaluated for DPOAE and ABR
tests under anesthesia with ketamine hydrochloride (40 mg/kg) and
xylazine (10 mg/kg) via intramuscular administration. Studies were
performed with the Smart EP-DPOAE equipment manufactured by
Intelligent Hearing Systems (Miami, FL, USA) and calibrated by the
manufacturer. Analysis of DPOAEwas performed following the relation-
ship of frequencies of 2f1–f2 with f1:f2 = 1.22, two points per octave
resolution (DPGRAM). The DPOAEs were 55-dB SPL less intense than
the stimulus.

The DPGRAM provides information about function of the cochlear
outer hair cells that were responsible for the analyzed frequencies. For
evaluation of the auditory threshold, the ABR test was performed.
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Surface electrodes were positioned as follows: a positive electrode on
the cranial vertex, two negative electrodes in the posterior portion of
the pinna, and a reference electrode (ground) on the forehead, between
the orbits. These electrodeswere placedwith interposition of electrolyt-
ic paste, for better conductivity of electrical signal and reduction of arti-
facts. For sound stimulation, inserted headphones were placed in the
external auditory canal. The stimulus used was the alternated click,
with 27.7 stimuli per second and a duration of 0.1 ms. Fundamental fre-
quency was 2000–4000 Hz, using the intensity of 90-dB nHL. The signal
picked up by electrodes was pass filtered — high and low of 150 and
3000 Hz, respectively. The filtered and amplified signal was the average
of 1024 ABR recordings, with a window of 12 ms. The final result was
provided in the form of waves of electric potential. The research of the
auditory threshold was performed by means of sound stimulus which
was decreased by 10 dB until the approximate threshold. The threshold
was considered as the lowest intensity inwhich the firstwave of auditory
potential was obtained. For the ABR tests, we used Smart EP—Intelligent
Hearing Systems (Miami, FL, USA), calibrated by the manufacturer. The
latency of each ABR component was measured at an intensity of 90 dB.

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy study

For the scanning electronmicroscopy study of the cochlear hair cells,
1 control and 3 GASH:Sal hamsters were used. The tissue was obtained
by perfusion of each animal after anesthesia with sodium thiopental
(Abbott) (69 mg/kg). Animals were perfused transcardially with
0.1-M phosphate buffer solution, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde
and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M of phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4)
using a speed-controlled pump perfusion Masterflex® (Paste, Parmer).
Then, a craniotomywas performed to quickly remove the brain and the
tympanic bulla. The bulla was opened, and the cochlea was dissected
under the microscope and perfused in 4% paraformaldehyde solution
and subsequently maintained in the same fixative solution for 4 h.

Cochleae were processed for scanning electron microscopy, washed
three times for 5 min with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4). After
these procedures, cochleae were fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide solution
in 0.1-M phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4), for 2 h at 4 °C, washed with
phosphate buffer solution 0.1-M (pH = 7.4), and dehydrated at room
temperature in graded concentrations of ethanol (50%, 70%, 90%, and
95% — once for 10 min at each concentration) and absolute ethanol
three times for 15 min. Completed dehydration was performed
following the drying method of critical point in CO2, using the equip-
ment BAL-TEC CPD 030® (Critical Point Dryers), in which after succes-
sive baths in liquid CO2 at 4 °C, the ethanol was removed. Then, the
material was subjected to an increase in temperature to 40 °C in order
to pass CO2 from liquid to gaseous state. The material was fixed in a
metal support, being coated in a vacuum chamber BAL-TEC SCD 050
with vapors of gold. After this tissue preparation procedure, the
cochleae were electrically conductive. The observation and analysis of
the cochlear hair cells were carried out with an Electron Microscope
JEOL SCANNING MICROSCOPE — JSM 5200.

2.4. Injection of Fluoro-Gold

For the morphological study of the olivocochlear neurons, 3 control
and 3 GASH:Sal hamsters received unilateral injections of the
retrograde tracer Fluoro-Gold® (FG — Fluorochrome, Denver, CO,
USA), diluted in 4% in saline solution, into the left cochlea. Animals
were prepared under deep anesthesia with ketamine (200 mg/kg) and
xylazine (10mg/kg), and when necessary, an anesthetic complementa-
tion with 1/5 of the initial dose was injected during the surgery. In
addition, local anesthetic (2% lidocaine with epinephrine 1:200,000)
was administered before surgery. After a skin incision and removal of
adipose tissue in the postauricular region, the tympanic bulla was
exposed. Then, the bulla was opened with a diamond drill, and the
round window of the cochlea was visualized. The FG was injected by
pressure into the cochlea through the round window using a micropi-
pette of glass with a diameter of 50–60 μm. After the injection, the
bulla was sealed with bone wax, and the incision was sutured. Animals
recovered from surgery, following a postinjection survival time of
10 days, and immediately after that, they were processed for histology.
Under deep anesthesia with sodium pentobarbital, hamsters were per-
fused transcardially with a Ringer's solution (37 °C, pH 6.9), followed by
4% paraformaldehyde. The brains were removed and cryoprotected for
48–72 h at 4 °C in a solution containing 30% sucrose. Serial coronal
brainstem sections of 40-μm thickness were obtained in a freezing mi-
crotome. The FGwas visualized following the immunohistochemical pro-
cedure described by Gómez-Nieto et al. [27]. All sections were incubated
with a rabbit anti-FG antibody (dilution 1:2000), followed by a goat
biotinylated secondary antibody anti-rabbit (dilution 1:200). Then, the
sections were incubated in the avidin–biotin–peroxidase complex,
developed for peroxidase reaction, mounted on slides, dehydrated in
ethanol, and coverslipped as described by Gómez-Nieto et al. [27].

2.5. 3D reconstruction

Four animals, 2 control and 2 GASH:Sal hamsters, were employed
to generate 3D reconstructions of the LSO using Neurolucida (version
10) and NeuroExplorer (version 3) software applications from
MicroBrightField Bioscience, (Williston, VT, USA) following the proce-
dure described elsewhere [28]. After perfusion of the animal, the brain
was collected, and a hole wasmade by the passage of a surgical needle
throughout the rostrocaudal plane of the left brainstem, and serial
brain sectionswere obtained as described above. Then, alternate serial
sections were processed for immunohistochemical visualization of the
calcium-binding protein, calbindin D-28k (CaBP), using an identical
procedure to the one used by Gómez-Nieto et al. [27]. For each brain,
all sections were mounted on slides, and alternate series without im-
munohistochemistry for CaBP were counterstained with cresyl violet
to highlight cytoarchitectonic divisions; the other sections processed
for CaBP immunohistochemistry were dehydrated in ethanol and
coverslipped. The outline of CaBP and cresyl violet-stained coronal
sections was viewed with the 5× objective lens of a Leica DMRB mi-
croscope and was drawn on the computer screen. Successive sections
were aligned via rotation and translation of the drawing with the help
of four reference points. The hole, created by the needle, was used for
setting one of these reference points, and the other three were set
using different anatomical landmarks as the edges of adjacent sec-
tions. All these structures were superimposed and matched in the
two successive sections to achieve accurate alignment. After that, the
contours of the LSO were manually traced using a 20× objective
lens. The contours of the brainstem and the LSO were digitized with
Neurolucida and metrically and topologically analyzed with
NeuroExplorer. Images and movie documents from the 3D renderings
were obtained using Neurolucida software.

2.6. Imaging and data analysis

The histological sections processed for light microscopy were
examined using a Leica microscope DMLB, coupled to a drawing tube
and a digital camera to obtain the images. Low magnification images
were taken with the 4× and 10× objective lens, and high magnification
images were taken with a 40× objective lens. Drawing schemes of
brainstem sections were carried out using the camera Lucida and digita-
lized with the Canvas software (version 14 Build 1618, ACD Systems of
America, Inc.). The morphometric analysis of labeled olivocochlear neu-
rons was carried out with ImageJ (version 1.42; Rasband, N.S., National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij).
For the scanning electron microscopy study, images of the basal,
medial, and apical cochlear turns were obtained at a magnification that
ranged from 2000× to 3500×. All representative images shown in the
figures were processed byminormodifications with regard to brightness
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and contrast using ImageJ, and thefinalfigureswere composedwith Can-
vas 14.

Statistical analysis of the morphometric features such as area, pe-
rimeter, and roundness of labeled olivocochlear neurons, as well as
the volume and area of the 3D reconstruction, was performed using
the SPSS software, version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For
each of themorphometric parameters in the labeled neurons, one fac-
tor analysis of variance test and post hoc analysis with Fisher's PLSD
and Sheffe's test were applied.We considered six groups for the statis-
tical comparisons between the control and GASH:Sal hamsters:
Fig. 1. Auditory brain response (ABR) evaluations in the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. A. Plo
stimulation on the left (in blue) and right (in red) ears. Notice that the ABR thresholds are 20
stimulation on the left (in blue) and right (in red) ears. Notice that thresholds of ABRs are 5
ABR recordings at the smallest intensity of clicks which evoked visually detectable response
clearly visible. All responses displayed in the graphs were double-traced to confirm reproducib
ipsilateral and contralateral intrinsic LOC neurons, ipsilateral and con-
tralateral shell neurons, and ipsilateral and contralateral MOC neurons.
All values were expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean.

3. Results

3.1. ABR and DPOAE evaluations in the GASH:Sal

We performed a hearing screening of the GASH:Sal at 4 months of
age by combining the two existing hearing tests: (1) the ABR test and
ts show ABR waveforms (amplitude in μV) obtained from one control hamster after click
dB. B. Plots show ABRs (amplitude in μV) obtained from one GASH:Sal hamster after click
0 dB and 60 dB for the left and right ears, respectively. The plots showed representative
s (ABR threshold) and the maximum intensity (90 dB), in which ABR waveforms were
ility (not shown in this figure).
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(2) the DPOAE test. The ABR test showed that the lowest intensity in
which the wave responses could be detected was 50 dB and 60 dB at
2–4 kHz for the left and right ears, respectively (Fig. 1). The identifica-
tion of more appropriate latency–amplitude wave responses was ob-
served at an intensity of 90 dB (Fig. 1). On the contrary, the control
hamsters exhibited ABR thresholds of 20 dB, and hence, the ABR thresh-
olds in the GASH:Sal were elevated approximately 30–40 dBmore than
in controls (see Fig. 1A–B for comparison).

A comparison of the ABR results between the right and left ears of
the GASH:Sal showed an increase of approximately 0.5 to 1.3 ms in
the latency of the left ear for each of the wave responses (Fig. 2). The
latencies of the waves III, IV, and V were significantly higher for the
left than for the right ear of the GASH:Sal. Such differences were not
observed in the control hamster (see Fig. 2A–C for comparison).We fur-
ther analyzed the ABR interpeak latencies of the wave's responses
(Fig. 2). Thus, the GASH:Sal showed significantly higher interpeak
latencies between the waves III and V as well as the waves I and V for
the left than for the right ear stimulation (p value ≤ 0.05). By contrast,
there were no statistically significant differences in the ABR latencies
when comparing the left and right ears of the control hamsters (see
Fig. 2B–D for comparison).

The DPOAE tests in the GASH:Sal showed that DPOAEs were absent
in the low–middle frequency range from 500 to 6000 Hz in both ears.
However, DPOAEs were observed at frequencies above 6000 Hz
(Fig. 3). The DPOAEs at a frequency of 8000 Hz exhibited higher ampli-
tude for the left than for the right ear, this difference being statistically
significant (p value ≤ 0.001) (Fig. 3). On the contrary, the control
hamsters exhibited normal DPOAEs for both ears at all frequencies
(for comparison, see Fig. 3A–B and C–D).
Fig. 2. Latencies of auditory brain responses (ABRs) in the control andGASH:Sal hamsters. A. Plot
the control hamsters. B. Plot shows interpeak latencies in the left and right ears of control hamst
displays latencies for eachwaveform responses in the GASH:Sal. Notice significantly shorter lat
the GASH:Sal hamsters, showing longer latency intervals for the left-ear stimulation. “*”= p v
3.2. Scanning electron microcopy study of the cochlear hair cells

Thehigher thresholds shown in theABR tests of theGASH:Sal aswell
as the differences in the latency of ABRs and DPOAEs between the left
and right ears led us to study the cochlear hair cells of the GASH:Sal
with the scanning electron microscopy. Our results showed that the co-
chlea of control hamsters exhibited the ordered cellular mosaic pattern
madeof the apical domains of hair cells, aswell as the supporting cells in
the organ of Corti. The three rows of OHCs were separated from the sin-
gle row of IHCs by the inner pillar cells (Fig. 4A). The OHCs and IHCs
were characterized by tufts of stereocilia protruding from their apices.
Stereocilia were observed as cylindrical protrusions morphologically
similar to large microvilli. The stereocilia of IHCs formed straight or
slightly curved bundles, while the stereocilia of the OHCs exhibited a
V-shaped pattern (Fig. 4A). The organ of Corti of the GASH:Sal revealed
a similar distribution of OHCs and IHCs than the one observed in the
control hamster. The three rows of OHCs and a single row of IHCs
were also present in the GASH:Sal, showing no differences in the num-
ber of cochlear hair cells between these two animal groups (Fig. 4).
However, the stereociliary organization of the cochlear hair cells in the
GASH:Sal was markedly different compared with that in the control
hamsters. Such alterations in the stereocilia pattern were more notice-
able in the basal turn of the cochlea. The majority of OHCs and IHCs
showed disorganization of the tufts of stereocilia and loss of their links
(Fig. 4B). Occasionally, these stereocilia appeared to be shortened and
collapsed. In the medial turn of the cochlea, stereociliary distortion
and disarrangement were frequently noticed in the OHCs, especially in
the first row of OHCs, as well as in the IHCs (Fig. 4C). The apical turn
of the cochlea in the GASH:Salwas the least altered of the three cochlear
shows latencies for eachwaveform responses (I, II, III, IV, andV) in the left and right ears of
ers. Notice that therewere no significant differences between the left and right ears. C. Plot
encies in thewaves III, IV, and V for the right-ear stimulation. D. ABR interpeak latencies in
alue ≤ 0.05. ns = nonsignificant.



Fig. 3.Distortion-product of otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) in the left and right ears of the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. A. Histogram showing present and normal DPOAEs in the left
and right ears from a control hamster. Both signal-to-noise ratio and absolute amplitude values are adequate and robust. B. Histogram showing a clearly absent DPOAEs in a GASH:Sal
hamster. Notice that data points corresponding to the low–middle frequency range (from 500 to 6000 Hz) are embedded in the noise floor for both ears. Also, DPOAEs were
significantly higher in the left than in the right ear at a frequency of 8000 Hz (p value ≤ 0.001). The DPOAEs are denoted with squares (blue line) and with triangles (red line) for the
left and right ears, respectively.
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turns, although several OHCs and IHCs showed distortion in their
stereociliary pattern (Fig. 4D).

As shown in greater detail in Fig. 5, the scanning electron microcopy
study indicated a distortion and disarrangement in the organization
pattern, as well as an altered morphology of the stereocilia in the
OHCs and IHCs of the GASH:Sal.

3.3. Morphology of the olivocochlear neurons in the GASH:Sal

The evaluation of cochlear structure in the scanning electronmicros-
copy showed morphofunctional alterations of the OHCs and the IHCs in
the GASH:Sal. Therefore, we further analyzed the olivocochlear efferent
neurons that innervate the cochlear hair cells, in order to find whether
there is any morphological deficit in olivocochlear neurons. To achieve
this, we visualized the olivocochlear efferent neurons by injection of
the retrograde tracer FG into the left cochlea of control and GASH:Sal
hamsters. In both animals, these injections generated retrograde label-
ing in the VNTB and LSO, and no labeled neurons were observed in
any other auditory nuclei (Figs. 6 and 7), indicating that the injection
sites were restricted to the cochlea.

Within the VNTB, we found labeled neurons that were identified as
MOC neurons. They were large andmultipolar neurons that distributed
preferentially through the mediorostral extent of the VNTB with a clear
contralateral preference. Thus, 80% of MOC neurons were found in the
VTNB contralateral to the injection site, and 20% were ipsilateral
(Fig. 7). Within the LSO and its surroundings, we found retrogradely la-
beled neurons that fit into the category of intrinsic and extrinsic LOC
neurons, respectively. Intrinsic LSO neurons had an ovoid, fusiform
shape and exhibited two or three primary dendrites (Fig. 8). In contrast,
shell neurons were larger with a polygonal, globular, or elongated cell
body and two or more dendrites that coursed along the edges of the
LSO (Fig. 8). Intrinsic and extrinsic LOC neurons distributed mainly in
the caudomedial extent of the LSO with a clear ipsilateral preference.
Approximately, 90% of LOC and shell neurons were predominantly
found ipsilateral to the side of the injection site (Fig. 7). A comparison
between the control and the GASH:Sal hamsters showed that there



Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscopy of the organ of Corti in the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. A. Electron micrograph shows the organ of Corti in a control hamster. Notice normal
distribution pattern of outer hair cells (OHCs) and inner hair cells (IHCs). Also, the stereocilia of the IHCs and OHCs exhibit the normal morphology, straight or slightly curved bundles
for IHCs and V-shaped pattern for the three OHCs' rows (OHCs 1–3). B–D. Electron micrographs show the basal (B), medial (C), and apical (D) turns of the cochlea in the GASH:Sal.
Notice the stereocilia distortion in the three rows of the OHCs and in the IHCs. Shortened stereocilia (arrows) as well as distortion and collapse of the stereociliary tufts (arrowheads)
in the OHCs were frequently observed. V-like pattern of OHC stereocilia was absent in the corresponding three rows (OHCs 1–3). Stars indicate distortion of IHC stereocilia. Scale
bars = 10 μm.
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were no differences in the rostrocaudal distribution of MOC, LOC, and
shell neurons (Fig. 7).

The difference in the number of intrinsic LOC and MOC neurons lo-
cated ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the injected cochleawas statistically
significant in control and GASH:Sal hamsters (p value ≤ 0.001, Table 1).
Although we found fewer labeled neurons in the GASH:Sal than in the
Fig. 5.Details of the stereocilia in the outer and inner hair cells (OHCs and IHCs) of the GASH:Sal.
magnification electron micrograph shows disrupted stereocilia pattern of the IHCs. Scale bars =
control hamster, this difference was not statistically significant
(Fig. 9A and Table 1).

Regarding the size of the labeled olivocochlear neurons, we
qualitatively observed that MOC, LOC, and shell neurons in the
GASH:Sal had smaller cell bodies than that in the control hamster
(Fig. 8).
A.Highmagnification electronmicrograph shows collapsed stereocilia in theOHCs. B. High
5 μm.



Fig. 6.Retrogradely labeled olivocochlear neurons after Fluoro-Gold injections into the left cochlea of the GASH:Sal.Micrographs show lateral olivocochlear (LOC) neurons in the ipsilateral
lateral superior olive (LSO, denotedwith dashed line) andmedial olivocochlear (MOC) neurons in the contralateral ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (VNTB, denotedwith black solid
line). Notice that no labeling was found in any other auditory nuclei (denoted in gray line). Scale bar = 500 μm.
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The morphometric analysis of the soma areas of LOC and shell neu-
rons located in the ipsilateral side to the injected cochlea confirmed
that those neurons were significantly smaller in the GASH:Sal than in
the control hamster (Fig. 9B and Table 2). Also, the soma areas of MOC
neurons were significantly smaller in the GASH:Sal than in the control
hamster (Fig. 9B and Table 2). When comparing the soma areas of
LOC, MOC, and shell neurons depending on their ipsi- vs. contralateral
location, we found that the sizes of the olivocochlear neurons were sta-
tistically different in theGASH:Sal (Fig. 9B and Table 2). In theGASH:Sal,
soma areas of intrinsic and extrinsic LOC neurons were significantly
smaller in the ipsilateral than in the contralateral side, and the soma
areas of the MOC neurons were larger in the ipsilateral than in the con-
tralateral side (Fig. 9B and Table 2). Such differences in soma areas were
not found in the control animals with the exception of the shell neurons
(Fig. 9B and Table 2).

Furthermore, we analyzed the roundness of the olivocochlear
neurons in the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. There were no
significant differences in the soma roundness between the control and
GASH:Sal hamsters, except for the MOC neurons that were located on
the side contralateral to the injection site. These neurons exhibited
significantly more circular cell bodies in the GASH:Sal than in the
control hamster (Fig. 9C).
3.4. 3D reconstruction of the LSO

The morphometric analyses indicated differences in the soma areas
of the LOC neurons between the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. To ver-
ify whether these neuronal soma differences contributed to differences
in the volume of the LSO, we performed a 3D reconstruction of the LSO
in the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. The 3D reconstruction showed
the characteristic S-like shape of the LSO (Fig. 10). When we compared
control versus GASH:Sal hamsters, we found a statistically significant
reduction in the volume of the LSO in the GASH:Sal. The LSO had a vol-
ume of 147,380,000 μm3 in the control hamster, whereas the GASH:Sal
hamster had a total volume of 104,790,000 μm3 in the LSO (Fig. 10B).
Therefore, our data showed a reduction in the LSO volume of almost
30% in the GASH:Sal. Such reduction in volume was also evident in the
LSO area that was significantly reduced in the GASH:Sal. Our results
showed that the LSO area was 1,973,300 μm2 in the control hamster,
while the LSO area in the GASH:Sal hamster was 1,411,655 μm2

(Fig. 10C). Although there was no statistically significant difference in
the total perimeter of the LSO between the control and GASH:Sal ham-
ster (Fig. 10D), the LSO perimeter in each of the analyzed sections
through the rostrocaudal extent of the nucleus was significantly smaller
in the GASH:Sal than in the control.
4. Discussion

The present study showed functional and morphological alterations
in the olivocochlear efferent system of the GASH:Sal. The ABR screening
test indicated that the GASH:Sal exhibited asymmetric hearing alter-
ations with higher ABR thresholds than controls. Also, the DPOAE anal-
ysis showed an absence of DPOAEs in the low–middle frequency range
in both ears. These alterations in the olivocochlear efferent function of
the GASH:Sal were associated with morphological alterations in the
organ of Corti, size of the olivocochlear neurons, and volume of the
LSO. Since the olivocochlear efferent system modulates the cochlear
gain improving the auditory afferent information [29–31], its
malfunctioning might be involved in the initiation and propagation of
audiogenic seizures in the GASH:Sal.
4.1. Alterations in the peripheral auditory activity of the GASH:Sal

Recent studies from our research group have reported differences in
ABR thresholds between the control and GASH:Sal hamsters [4]. In
those experiments, the ABRs were assessed by acoustic stimulation in
open field, showing ABR thresholds of approximately 40 dB and 80 dB
for the control and GASH:Sal hamsters, respectively. In the present
study, we have further assessed the ABR in the GASH:Sal by acoustic
stimulation through inserted earphones. Our results showed that the
ABR thresholds in the GASH:Sal were 50 dB and 60 dB after acoustic
stimulation in the left and right ears, respectively. These ABR thresholds
were lower than those obtained byMuñoz et al. [4], probably because of
the different stimulation method. Despite this methodological differ-
ence, our results were in accordance with that study, showing higher
ABR thresholds in the GASH:Sal than in the control hamsters. The ABR
thresholds in young adult hamsters have been previously studied and
were about 32 dB in response to click stimulation [32,33]. The ABR
thresholds in the GASH:Sal were 50–60 dB, and hence, they were
elevated by approximately 30 dB when compared with those in Syrian
hamsters. Thus, our study confirmed hearing deficits and alterations in
the auditory thresholds of the GASH:Sal. We also found differences in
ABR latencies between the left and right ears of the GASH:Sal, showing
higher ABR latencies for the left ear. This was verified by analyzing the
interpeak latencies, which were significantly longer in duration for the
waves III–V and I–V for the left ear compared with those for the right
ear. Altogether, these data suggest a delay in the left auditory brainstem
processing of the GASH:Sal. Such difference between the left and right
auditory processing was not observed in the control hamster. In the
GASH:Sal, we also found no differences between the right and left ears
for the absolute latencies to I (auditory nerve) and II (cochlear nuclei)



Fig. 7. Schematic drawings of coronal sections depicting the distribution of retrogradely labeled olivocochlear neurons after Fluoro-Gold injections into the left cochlea. Sections are
arranged from caudal to rostral with distance relative to Bregma in mm. The center column shows the caudorostral distribution of the LSO (in black) and the VNTB (in gray). Notice
the ipsi- vs. contraleral distribution of the lateral olivocochlear (LOC) and medial olivocochlear (MOC) neurons. LSO, lateral superior olive; MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid
body; MSO, medial superior olive; SPON, superior periolivary nucleus; VNTB, ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body. Symbols: circles = LOC neurons; triangles = shell neurons;
stars = MOC neurons. Scale bar = 1 mm.
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waves and interpeak symmetric latencies to ABR I–III waves. Thus, the
auditory asymmetry in the auditory brainstem pathway occurs beyond
the cochlear nucleus and includes the superior olivary complex (wave
III), the inferior colliculus (wave IV), and the medial geniculate body
(wave V). At the cochlear level of the GASH:Sal, we also reported differ-
ences between left and right ears, showing higher left-ear DPOAE am-
plitudes at a frequency of 8 kHz. Also, our study showed an absence of
DPOAEs in the low–middle frequency range of the GASH:Sal, while
the control hamsters showed normal presence of DPOAEs without
left–right auditory asymmetry. Supporting this, previous studies in con-
trol mice reported no differences between left and right ears in DPOAE
amplitudes at 8 kHz [34].
In humans, it is known that the right ear is more sensitive than the
left to simple sounds, the so-called peripheral right-ear advantage that
became manifested in higher otoacoustic emission amplitudes for the
right ear compared with those for the left ear [35]. Thus, our DPOAE
evaluation showed that the GASH:Sal exhibited, contrary to our expec-
tations, a lateralization in auditory brainstem processing with a left
side-ear dominance. This lateralization might be a distinct auditory fea-
ture of the GASH:Sal that has to be considered for future investigations
related to seizures. In humans, electrophysiological lateralization of
auditory evoked potentials has been found in patients with temporal
lobe epilepsy, showing significant reduction in amplitude over the left
hemisphere [36]. The auditory pathway ends at the temporal lobe, and



Fig. 8. Olivocochlear immunolabeled neurons after Fluoro-Gold injection into the left cochlea. LOC, MOC, and shell neurons are shown from upper to bottom panels, respectively. Notice
that LOC neurons (denoted with arrows), MOC neurons (denoted with arrowheads), and shell neurons (denoted with asterisks) in the GASH:Sal (right panel) are smaller than in the
control hamster (left panel). All microphotographs display the same magnification. Scale bar = 50 μm. MOC, medial olivocochlear; LOC, lateral olivocochlear.

Table 1
Average number and percentage of olivocochlear neurons labeled with Fluoro-Gold in the
control and GASH:Sal hamsters. Notice the difference in percentage of olivocochlear neu-
rons based on the ipsi- vs. contralateral location.

Control GASH:Sal

n % n %

Ipsi LOC 369 59.97% 294.33 53.03%
Ipsi Shell 27.67 4.5% 21.67 3.9%
Ispi MOC 29.67 4.82% 45.67 8.23%
Contra LOC 44 7.15% 20.33 3.66%
Contra Shell 6 0.98% 3.33 0.6%
Contra MOC 139 22.59% 169.67 30.57%
Total 615.33 100 555 100
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hence, patientswith temporal lobe epilepsy hadmore deficits in audito-
ry processing than thosewithout cortical damage [37]. These asymmet-
rical hearing alterations are thought to be caused by the seizures that
impair the anatomical and functional integrity of the auditory brainstem
pathway [37]. Our ABR and DPOAE results indicated that the GASH:Sal
also exhibited an asymmetrical hearing alteration, even though the
GASH:Sal hamsters were naïve without having suffered epileptic sei-
zures. Thus, our data suggest that the GASH:Sal has innate functional al-
terations in the olivocochlear efferent system that impair its auditory
sensitivity, making it particularly susceptible to audiogenic seizures.
The fact that we found an absence of DPOAEs in both ears is consistent
with an altered medial olivocochlear function in the GASH:Sal. The me-
dial olivocochlear system reduces the gain of the cochlear amplifier
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through reflexive activation by sound, and the DPOAE test is used as an
indicator of the status of the medial olivocochlear efferent system [31,
38]. Since the GASH:Sal exhibited an absence of the DPOAEs, themedial
olivocochlear efferent system is not able to turn down the cochlear re-
sponse to sound, and as a result, this might contribute to trigger au-
diogenic seizures. However, it could be argued that the deficits
observed in the ABRs and DPOAEs of the GASH:Sal were caused by
the anesthetic. The anesthetic used in our study was ketamine–
xylazine that produced an adequate level of anesthesia without tissue
damage and has been commonly used in rodents to assess the integ-
rity of the auditory brainstem, without alterations on ABRs or DPOAEs
[39–41]. Furthermore, and more importantly, our study demonstrat-
ed changes in the anatomy of the olivocochlear efferent system, in-
cluding the organ of Corti and olivocochlear neurons, which
correlated with the alterations shown in the ABRs and DPOAEs of
the GASH:Sal.

4.2. Morphological alterations in the olivocochlear efferent system of the
GAH:Sal

One of themain goals of the present study was to determinewheth-
er the functional alterations observed in the peripheral auditory activity
of the GASH:Sal have their corresponding anatomical correlations. A
considerable number of studies used ABR and DPOAE tests to assess
damage in the cochlea and in the brainstem auditory pathway, as well
as an indicator of OHC function and the status of the olivocochlear effer-
ent system [42–44]. To further explore our ABR and DPOAE results in
the GASH:Sal, we performed a morphological study of the efferent
olivocochlear system using a multi-technical approach that included a
scanning electron microscopic analysis of the organ of Corti, a morpho-
metric analysis of the olivocochlear neurons, and a 3D reconstruction of
the LSO. At the cochlear level, our electron microscopy results showed
that the stereociliary organization of the cochlear hair cells in the
GASH:Sal was drastically impaired when compared with that in the
control hamsters. The distorted pattern of the IHC stereocilia might cor-
relatewith highABR thresholds observed in theGASH:Sal. Furthermore,
the GASH:Sal exhibited deficits in the organization of the OHC stereocil-
ia from basal to apical cochlear turns, which is consistent with the ab-
sence of DPOAEs over a wide frequency range. At the auditory
brainstem level, the morphometric analysis of olivocochlear neurons
in the GASH:Sal revealed a significant reduction in cell body size com-
pared with that in the control hamsters. This morphometric analysis
was carried out in retrogradely labeled neurons after injections of FG
into the cochlea. Consistently with previous track-tracing studies in ro-
dents [21,44,45], our injections generated retrograde labeling of the
three types of olivocochlear neurons: LOC, MOC, and shell neurons.
We also obtained a distribution pattern of olivocochlear neurons at
the ipsicontralateral and rostrocaudal levels, in the GASH:Sal and con-
trol hamsters, which was similar to that reported in other rodents [21,
46–49]. In our material, the total number of olivocochlear neurons in
the control and GASH:Sal hamsters was higher than that obtained in
our previous study using FG injections into the hamster's cochlea [21].
In fact, our quantification was very similar to that obtained in the
mouse [47]. This rather unexpected result might be explained by the
differences in the injection procedure that leads to different efficiencies
in the neuronal tracer uptake. Despite this difference in the total num-
ber of labeled neurons, the percentage of labeled neurons in the LSO
and VNTB was very similar in both studies (our results; [21]). Interest-
ingly, one would expect to find a reduction in the number of MOC neu-
rons in the GASH:Sal compared with that in the controls, based on the
DPOAE alterations of the GASH:Sal. However, we observed a tendency
towards a reduction in the number of labeled olivocochlear neurons in
the GASH:Sal that was not statistically significant when compared
with that in the controls. This might be explained because deficits in
ABRs and DPOAEs do not necessarily involve degeneration of
olivocochlear neurons. Supporting this argument, a recent study using
ABR and DPOAE tests combined with FG injections in the cochlea indi-
cated that, in acoustic trauma, LOC and MOC neurons remain intact de-
spite hair cell dysfunction [44]. Our statistical comparative analysis of
the soma area indicated that theMOC, LOC, and shell neurons of the ip-
silateral sidewere significantly smaller in the GASH:Sal than in controls,
as well as MOC neurons of the contralateral side. These results might be
related to the asymmetrical hearing alteration found in our ABR and
DPOAE results in the GASH:Sal. Although LOC and shell neurons of the
contralateral side were also smaller in the GASH:Sal, we obtained no
significant differences compared with those in controls. This lack of sig-
nificant differencemight be explained by the few LOC and shell neurons
that were contralaterally labeled with FG, due to the fact that the lateral
olivocochlear projection is predominantly ipsilateral [21]. To verify
whether the neural size affected the size of the nucleus, we carried
out a 3D reconstruction analysis of the LSO as a representative example.
Our results confirmed that the area and volume of the LSO were signif-
icantly smaller in the GASH:Sal than in the control hamster. Supporting
this, a previous study in other neuronal structures has also found that
shrinkage of neurons contributes to the reduction of the nucleus' vol-
ume [50]. Further experiments are necessary to verify this reduction
in theVNTBand to assesswhether thedifferences in neuropil (dendrites
and afferent and efferent axons) also contribute to the reduction of the
LSO volume in the GASH:Sal. The LSO and VNTB send ascending inputs
to the IC [51,52], which in turn, sends to a much lesser extent descend-
ing inputs to the LSO and VNTB [27,53]. Since the IC is a key structure in
the initiation of audiogenic seizures [54–56], deficits in these reciprocal
connections might contribute to the epileptogenesis in the IC of the
GASH:Sal. Also, the descending olivocochlear pathway is influenced
from higher auditory nuclei that adapt hearing function according to
cortical analysis of the ascending auditory input [57]. Thus, alterations
in the olivocochlear efferent system of the GASH:Sal might be due to
malfunctioning of the feedback from higher auditory nuclei. One of
the most intriguing questions regarding the epileptogenic process in
the GASH:Sal is whether the seizures induced themorphological chang-
es in the auditory system or, conversely, morphological alterations un-
derlie the susceptibility of the GASH:Sal to audiogenic seizure. In our
study, the GASH:Sal animals were nonstimulated and did not suffer
any epileptic seizure. Therefore, the morphological alterations of the
olivocochlear efferent system in the GASH:Sal are innate components
of this animal model, and hence, it can be inferred that such alterations
have genetic origin. The audiogenic seizure pathology in the GASH:Sal
model is a form of reflex epilepsy, manifested as generalized tonic–
clonic seizures after external acoustic stimulation [1,3,5]. In humans,
the pathogenesis underlying acoustic reflex epilepsies is not clear,
whether the seizure susceptibility originates in the central or peripheral
auditory system. Our study provides important information with this
respect and supports the GASH:Sal as a valuable animal model to inves-
tigate the links between themorphological alterations and the seizures,
as well as for better understanding the cause of acoustic
hypersensitivity.

5. Conclusions

The olivocochlear efferent system of the GASH:Sal has function-
al and morphological alterations. The GASH:Sal exhibited high ABR
thresholds as well as an absence of DPOAEs in a wide range of fre-
quencies and a clear lateralization in auditory brainstem process-
ing. Since this left–right auditory asymmetry was not present in
control hamsters, it might be a distinct auditory feature of the
GASH:Sal.

Morphological alterations in the olivocochlear efferent system of
the GASH:Sal were observed from the cochlear receptor to the SOC.
At the cochlear level, there is a derangement and distortion of the co-
chlear stereocilia from basal to apical cochlear turns of the GASH:Sal
that were not observed in the control hamster. At the brainstem
level, the olivocochlear neurons, including MOC, LOC, and shell
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neurons, have reduced soma areas comparedwith those of control an-
imals. This neuron shrinkage contributes to the reduction of the LSO
volume as shown in the 3D reconstruction analysis. The functional
alterations of the peripheral auditory activity were positively correlat-
ed with the morphological alterations of the olivocochlear efferent
system.



Table 2
Neuronal somata areas (in μm2) of the three types of olivocochlear neurons (LOC, MOC, shell) in control and GASH:Sal hamsters.

LOC MOC Shell

Ipsi- Contra- Ipsi- Contra- Ipsi- Contra-

Control 136,079 135,476 324.21 325.78 252,354 195,112
GASH:Sal 121.632⁎⁎ 157,711 216.366⁎⁎ 181.588⁎⁎ 177.801⁎⁎ 246,367

⁎⁎ Significant difference with respect to control p value b 0.01.

Fig. 10. Differences in the size of the lateral superior olive (LSO) between the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. A. 3D reconstruction of the LSO in the control and GASH:Sal
hamsters. The upper panel shows the reconstruction of brainstem sections in which the LSO was found. The lower panel shows different views of the 3D reconstruction
(front and bottom views) in the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. Each scale bar represents 500 μm. B–D. Histograms show the LSO volume (B), area (C), and perimeter (D) in
the control and GASH:Sal hamsters. “*” = p value ≤ 0.05; ns = nonsignificant.
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The functional andmorphological alterations in the olivocochlear ef-
ferent system are intrinsic and innate components of the GASH:Sal and
might impair its auditory sensitivity, making them particularly suscep-
tible to audiogenic seizures.
Fig. 9.Morphometric analysis of the labeled olivocochlear neurons after Fluoro-Gold injec
the ipsi- and contralateral sides of control and GASH:Sal hamsters. B. Histogram shows t
hamsters. For histograms A and B, LOC neurons are displayed in purple, MOC neuron
hamsters and striped histogram bars for GASH:Sal. “*” = p value ≤ 0.05 and “**” = p valu
sides whereas red lines have been used for comparison between control and GASH:Sal ha
plot) and contralateral sides (right plot) of control (solid line) and GASH:Sal (dash
significantly different between the control and GASH:Sal hamsters (red oval). “*” = p
olivocochlear; VNTB, ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body.
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